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SUMMARY
We present the development, validation, and application of a numerical model for the simulation of bottom
boundary layer (BL) flows induced by arbitrary finite amplitude waves. Our approach is based on coupling
a ‘near-field’ local Navier–Stokes (NS) model with a ‘far-field’ inviscid flow model, which simulates large
scale incident wave propagation and transformations over a complex ocean bottom, to the near-field, by
solving the Euler equations, in a fully nonlinear potential flow boundary element formalism. The inviscid
velocity provided by this model is applied through a (one-way) coupling to a NS solver with large eddy
simulation (LES), to simulate near-field, wave-induced, turbulent bottom BL flows (using an approximate
wall boundary condition by assuming the existence of a log-sublayer). Although a three-dimensional (3D)
version of the model exists, applications of the wave model in the present context have been limited to
two-dimensional (2D) incident wave fields (i.e. long-crested swells), while the LES of near-field waveinduced turbulent flows is fully 3D. Good agreement is obtained between the coupled model results and
analytic solutions for both laminar oscillatory BL flow and the steady streaming velocities caused by
a wave-induced BL, even when using open boundary conditions in the NS model. The coupled model
is then used to simulate wave-induced BL flows under fully nonlinear swells, shoaling over a sloping
bottom, close to the breaking point. Finally, good to reasonable agreement is obtained with results of wellcontrolled laboratory experiments for rough turbulent oscillatory BLs, for both mean and second-order
turbulent statistics. Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Complex turbulent flows can be accurately modeled by solving Navier–Stokes (NS) equations,
either by directly resolving all scales of turbulent motion (DNS, e.g. [1]) or in a time- or spaceaveraged sense, in combination with a turbulence closure scheme (e.g. [2]). Many methods and
algorithms have been proposed for doing so (which have been detailed elsewhere). Here, we
present the integration and application of a previously proposed large eddy simulation (LES,
[3]) as a component of a new hybrid modeling approach for simulating wave-induced boundary
layer (BL) flows. While more amenable to large size and high Reynolds number computations
than DNS, the LES of complex three-dimensional (3D) flows over large and/or finely discretized
domains still represents quite a formidable problem, despite the continual increase in computer
performance. Hence, one must always try and limit the computational domain size to that necessary
and sufficient for solving a given problem or physics, or even dimensionality (e.g. two-dimensional,
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2D, versus 3D). For coastal wave dynamics problems, which typically extend over multiple spatial
and temporal scales (e.g. from deep water to the shoaling and surf zones), it is often sufficiently
accurate to use a simpler approach for a large part of the domain, to propagate and transform
waves to the region of specific interest, in which 3D-NS simulations can then be more realistically
performed. Using a 3D-NS solver for the entire domain would not only be computationally
prohibitive, but would likely yield less accurate results (due to under-discretization and excessive
numerical diffusion), than for instance much less costly inviscid flow solvers (even fully nonlinear,
e.g. [4–6]) or higher order Boussinesq equation models (e.g. FUNWAVE [7, 8]). Furthermore, for
long-crested swell, nearshore wave transformations can often be assumed to be 2D.
This has provided a rationale for the development of hybrid modeling approaches, in which
different types of models are coupled and used in various regions of the fluid domain, where they
are both more efficient and adapted to the dominant physics and scales in each given region (see,
e.g. [9] for a review). Such models have already been applied to surfzone dynamics problems (e.g.
[10–12]), wave structure interaction problems (e.g. [13]), and to model wave-induced flows and
resulting sediment suspension over objects on the seabed (e.g. [14]). In the latter work, a so-called
numerical wavetank (NWT) solving fully nonlinear potential flow (FNPF) equations was coupled
to a 3D-LES in a somewhat heuristic manner.
As indicated above, the LES method used here is based on the approach of Zang et al. [3],
who initially developed the NS solver and one of the subgrid scale (SGS) turbulence models being
used here (dynamic mixed model, DMM) to study coastal upwellings [15, 16], and later modified
the latter to study turbulent lid-driven cavity flows [3]; further modifications were done to study
breaking interfacial waves [17] and suspended sediment transport [18, 19]. As discussed above,
Gilbert et al. [14] coupled Zang et al.’s model to a 2D-NWT, to study wave-induced BL flows
and sediment transport, through the addition to the NS model equations of the dynamic pressure
gradient (equivalent to a body force) caused by waves, computed in the NWT. With this model,
they were able to realistically (albeit quite qualitatively) simulate the suspended sediment transport
over a partly buried circular obstacle, for a few periodic wave cycles. This implementation did
not move beyond such simple cases, both because of the imperfect coupling between the LES and
FNPF model equations and severe limitations of the LES grid size (as the code was not designed
to take advantage of recent advances in distributed memory computing clusters).
We report here on more recent developments (in formalism, accuracy, and efficiency) of the
techniques used in Gilbert et al. [14]. Specifically, in a new proposed hybrid approach, a modified
and extended version of Zang et al.’s [3] 3D-NS-LES model is used in a perturbation scheme
to simulate near-field, fine scale, turbulent bottom BL flows induced by arbitrary finite amplitude
waves (i.e. 2D swells), whose propagation and nearshore transformation over larger scale bottom
features, are modeled from the far- to the near-field in an inviscid flow model (i.e. NWT), which
solves Euler equations in a FNPF formalism. The perturbation scheme consists in first dividing the
total pressure and velocity fields into inviscid and viscous perturbation parts and then to rewrite
NS equations for the perturbation fields only; this yields new forcing terms, which are function
of inviscid flow fields representing incident wave forcing (e.g. similar to Kim et al. [20] and
Alessandrini [21]). Moreover, in this approach, the computational domains for both NS-LES and
FNPF models fully overlap, which makes it easy passing information from one domain to the
other, although here we will just illustrate a one-way coupling, from large to fine scales flows.
Additionally, this coupling method is very relevant to the physics of wave-induced flow problems
since, for non-breaking waves and outside of BLs, the bulk of the flow is nearly inviscid.
It should be noted that developments of Zang’s LES also continued independently to those
presented here in relation to the hybrid coupled modeling approach. Thus, Cui and Street [22]
implemented a parallelized version of the code, which allowed for much larger computational
domains. Grilli et al. [23] used this latter version to begin testing its suitability for wave-induced
BLs, with the goal of again coupling it to an FNPF-NWT. A completely separate development
of Cui and Street’s code for bedform evolution was done by Chou and Fringer [24, 25]. Other,
unrelated research groups, have also been actively studying the application of LES to turbulent
oscillatory BLs (e.g. [26, 27]). While the LES, SGS models, and perturbation method presented
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here have all been used in one form or another by previous researchers, the particular integration
of these three components into an accurate and efficient parallelized implementation, well suited to
coastal engineering problems, is new and unique. Additionally, the coupling to a 2D-FNPF-NWT,
and potentially in future developments to a similar 3D-NWT (e.g. [28]) makes it possible to use a
variety of fully realistic nonlinear and irregular wave forcings, besides the commonly used simple
oscillatory or linear wave flows (see e.g. [29]).
In summary, in this paper, we present recent improvements and validation of a new hybrid
method applied to simulating oscillatory and wave-induced BL flows with a 3D-LES. For validation
we compare simulation results to analytic solutions of laminar flows and to experimental results
of rough turbulent oscillatory BLs. In our hybrid/perturbation approach, the total velocity and
pressure fields are expressed as the sum of irrotational (thus kinematically inviscid) and near-field
viscous perturbations above a rigid seafloor. The NS equations are formulated and solved for the
perturbation fields only, which are forced by additional terms representing the incident fields. In
the present applications, these are given either analytically or numerically obtained in a coupled
2D-FNPF-NWT.

2. OSCILLATORY BL FLOW PHYSICS AND MODELS
A wide range of approaches besides LES has been proposed for modeling turbulent oscillatory
BLs, often in the context of wave-induced flow on the seafloor. The earliest approaches were
merely empirical relationships or were based on a time-varying logarithmic BL assumption. Kajiura
[30] considered a piecewise varying eddy viscosity distribution. Grant and Madsen [31] used a
mixing-length approach where eddy viscosity was proportional to the height above the bed. These
and other similar works all reported good agreement with mean flow measurements, but did not
model turbulent statistics well if at all. Only later models, like Trowbridge and Madsen’s [32]
or Davies’s [33], considered a time-varying eddy viscosity, which is experimentally observed.
More recently, Reynolds-averaged NS models (RANS) of turbulent oscillatory BLs have been used
extensively which provided reasonable to good agreement with experiment for both mean flow and
second-order turbulent statistics (e.g. [34–40]). In those, many different turbulence models were
used, from Saffman’s energy-vorticity turbulence model, used by Blondeaux, to a high Reynolds
number k −! model used by Justesen, or the two-equation turbulence closure of Chien, used by
Thais et al.
The flow in a purely oscillatory BL over a solid horizontal wall is driven by a periodic pressure
gradient. In the simplest case the forcing flow is represented by a sinusoidal free-stream (inviscid)
velocity given by u iI = "i1 U0 sin #t, where U0 is the amplitude and # the angular frequency. Far
away from the wall, water particles follow the free-stream and oscillate with an amplitude on the
order A = U0 /#. In the BL, the flow additionally depends on the kinematic viscosity, $ and, for
rough boundaries, on the Nikuradse roughness length, ks . The BL flow regime is thus dependent
on two non-dimensional numbers: (i) a relative roughness, A/ks and (ii) the Reynolds number,
U0 A/$. Figure 1 shows various regime regions identified based on values of those two parameters.
Various authors (e.g. [34, 41, 45]) have proposed slightly different or additional regions, but in
general the flow regime can either be described as laminar, smooth turbulent, rough turbulent, or
transitional. To a first order, wave-induced oscillatory BLs can be characterized in the same way.
In this paper, we will consider both laminar and rough turbulent conditions.
Many measurements of turbulent oscillatory BLs have been reported, usually made in an
oscillatory water tunnel (e.g. [44]), or a reciprocating wind tunnel (e.g. [46]), resulting in many
advances in understanding oscillatory BLs. Measurements from wavetanks (e.g. [42]) are possible,
but except in the largest wavetanks it is not usually possible to reproduce the high Reynolds number
flows that are present in the ocean. Thus, Jonsson and Carlsen [44] measured mean flow velocities
over rough walls in an oscillatory water tunnel for two different rough turbulent tests. They
found that the velocity at points just above the rough bed could be well described by a log-layer
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Oscillatory BL flow regimes as a function of Reynolds number and relative roughness, as
estimated by Kamphuis [41] and overview of conditions observed in selected experiments (•—Sleath
[42]; ◦—Jensen et al. [43]; and $—Jonsson and Carlsen [44]).

assumption. Hino et al. [46] measured mean flow velocities, turbulent intensities, Reynolds stresses
and turbulent-energy production rates for oscillatory BLs over a smooth wall. Interestingly, they
found that the spectral decay of the turbulent energy in the decelerating phase is steeper than the
5/3 power law of the Kolmogorov spectrum (see e.g. Pope [47] for a general description of spectral
analysis of turbulence). Sleath [48] was one of the first to measure both turbulent intensity and
mean flow velocity for oscillatory BLs over rough surfaces. Notably Sleath found that the timeaveraged eddy viscosity near the rough bed was negative, meaning that the turbulent momentum
is transported against the mean velocity gradient, which implies that the turbulent kinetic energy
production is negative. Sleath suggested that this was due to jets of fluid moving away from the
wall near flow-reversals. Jensen et al. [43] measured mean flow velocity and turbulent intensity
over both smooth and rough walls.
Although far from the boundary wave-induced BLs tend toward an inviscid solution, waveinduced BLs differ from purely uniform oscillatory BLs in that weak vorticity is present at moderate
distances from the seabed. While to a first order this is typically insignificant, it does induce a
steady streaming velocity. Longuet-Higgins derived a theory describing steady streaming velocity
profiles for wave-induced laminar BL flows [49] or with time-invariant eddy viscosity distributions
[50]. Trowbridge and Madsen [32] developed a model which instead considered a time-varying
eddy viscosity distribution. Since then, Reynolds-averaged approaches have been commonly used
for representing wave-induced BLs (e.g. [51–55]). A more practical model of drift over very
rough beds was developed by Davies and Villaret [56] where the dominant process is vortex
shedding as opposed to random turbulence. Recently, Myrhaug and Holmedal [57] derived the
steady streaming induced by random waves, in both laminar and turbulent conditions. Others have
focused on the effects of wave asymmetry. Scandura [58] numerically modeled steady streaming
for a transitionally turbulent BL forced by a pressure gradient with two harmonics. Holmedal and
Myrhaug [59] have considered the combination of Longuet-Higgins steady streaming and wave
asymmetry, as well as their relative contributions to the overall steady streaming velocities for
different parameters and for both sinusoidal and Stokes second-order waves. Note, in the present
approach, the coupling of the 3D-LES to the fully nonlinear NWT, which also allows representing
arbitrary bottom bathymetry, makes it possible to simulate the wave-induced forcing flow from
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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fully realistic, strongly nonlinear (near-breaking), shoaling waves, which are both trough-crest and
front-rear asymmetric.
When deriving a theory for wave-induced steady streaming over constant depth in a very thin BL
(as compared with the wavelength), only the horizontal component of the inviscid forcing needs
to be considered [60]. In this context, earlier theoretical and numerical research has focused on
sinusoidal or second-order Stokes waves. Under sinusoidal waves, the steady streaming velocity
is always in the direction of wave propagation [49], whereas under second-order Stokes waves,
streaming is reduced or may be in the opposite direction [59]. Higher order wave forcing of course
provides more realistic conditions, which, as indicated above, can be obtained from simulations
in an FNPF-NWT, such as Grilli and Subramanya’s [4] 2D-NWT. In the latter, as in many similar
NWTs, continuity is satisfied by solving Laplace’s equation for the velocity potential with a
boundary element method (BEM), and the nonlinear kinematic and dynamic free surface boundary
conditions are integrated in time with a mixed Eulerian–Lagrangian (MEL) scheme. The MEL
scheme was first introduced in this context by Longuet-Higgins and Cokelet [61] and allowed for
simulating overturning waves. (A similar 3D-NWT was developed by Grilli et al. [28].) In this
work, we compare the effects of a variety of forcing functions on the oscillatory BL flow.
While Longuet-Higgins [49] validated his theory using earlier measurements, Russell and Osorio
[62] and Collins [63] further confirmed that the drift velocity at the edge of the BL matched
Longuet-Higgin’s theory for laminar flows over a flat bed. Because this velocity was independent
of viscosity, Longuet-Higgins [50] suggested that, for a constant eddy viscosity, the same result
would hold in turbulent conditions. Johns [64] extended this argument to vertically varying but
time-independent eddy viscosity models, typical of the time. Collins’ [63] measurements suggested
that this was not true at higher Reynolds numbers, which has since been confirmed by Brebner
et al. [65], Bijker et al. [66], and van Doorn [67]. More recent studies have focused on other
effects in the BL. The effect of wave asymmetry acts opposite to the effect of Longuet-Higgins
steady streaming, as has been studied by Ribberink and Al-Salem [68] in an oscillating water
tunnel. Many studies are focused on either flat seabeds or naturally occurring bedforms. Marin
[69] studied Eulerian drift for progressive waves over a rippled bed in the transitionally turbulent
regime, and found that the Davies and Villaret [56] model for turbulent flow could be adjusted to
handle transitionally turbulent conditions.

3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
NS equations for an incompressible, isothermal, Newtonian fluid read as:
!u i
=0
!x i
!
!u i
+
!t
!x j

!

(1)

p
!u i
u i u j + "ij −$
%
!x j

"

=0

(2)

where u i and p are the water velocity and dynamic pressure, respectively, in a fluid of density %
and kinematic viscosity $. We adopt the indicial tensor notation convention, with x 3 denoting a
vertical distance measured from some reference point.
Let us denote by (u iI , p I ) the velocity and pressure fields of the ocean wave flow, considered to
be inviscid outside of thin BLs. Such flows are well described by Euler equations:
!u iI
=0
!x i
!
"
!u iI
pI
!
u iI u Ij + "ij = 0
+
%
!t
!x j
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Let us then introduce a decomposition of the total viscous flow into the sum of the latter inviscid
free-stream flow and a defect or perturbation flow, of velocity u iP and pressure p P :
u i = u iI +u iP

(5)

p = pI + pP

(6)

Replacing Equations (5) and (6) into Equations (1) and (2), and subtracting Equations (3) and (4),
we derive the governing equations for the perturbation fields as:
!u iP
=0
!x i
!u iP
!
+
!t
!x j

!

u i u j −u iI u Ij +

(7)
pP
!u i
"ij −$
%
!x j

"

=0

(8)

Here, the perturbation is defined in a region encompassing the near-field bottom BL of interest.
Although formally different, for the range of problems studied here, these equations can be
shown to be equivalent to the forcing of the total flow with the inviscid wave dynamic pressure
gradient proposed by Gilbert et al. [14], expressed as:
!u i
=0
!x i
!
!u i
+
!t
!x j

!

pP
!u i
ui u j +
"ij −$
%
!x j

(9)
"

=−

1 ! pI
% !x j

(10)

There are two key advantages, however, to the current approach, as compared with this earlier work:
(1) boundary conditions can be more clearly and accurately defined for the viscous perturbation
(i.e. as vanishing or using a radiation condition away from the wall); and (2) only the inviscid
velocity is needed in the NS forcing terms rather than the dynamic pressure gradient.
By applying a spatial-average operator (overbar) to the NS equations we obtain the momentum
equation for the resolved perturbation as
!ū iP
=0
!x i
!ū iP
!
+
!t
!x j

(11)

!
"
!ū i
pP
ū i ū j −u iI u Ij +
+&ij = 0
"ij −$
%
!x j

(12)

where &ij is the SGS stress defined as:
(13)

&ij = u i u j − ū i ū j

Note that, typically, SGS models only consider the deviatoric stress &ij −&kk /3, because the resolved
turbulent pressure, p̄ ∗ , is different from the resolved hydrodynamic pressure with:
p̄ ∗ p̄ 1
= + &kk
%
% 3

(14)

For the SGS models considered here, we define
&ij −

!
"
"ij
"ij m
−
&kk = −2$T S̄ij +Cr L m
L
ij
3
3 kk

(15)

where $T is the eddy viscosity, S̄ij is the resolved shear strain rate, L m
ij is the modified Leonard
term, and Cr is a constant coefficient (either one or zero, depending on the SGS decomposition
used).
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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3.1. Discretization
The governing equations are discretized in 3D as in Cui and Street [22], i.e. using a finite-volume
formulation with second-order accuracy in both time and space on a non-staggered grid. Quadratic
upstream interpolation for convective kinematics (QUICK) [70] is used to discretize the convective
terms of the fluid flow, and second-order centered differences are used for the remaining terms.
The convective terms are time integrated using the second-order Adams–Bashforth technique, and
the diffusive terms with a second-order implicit Crank–Nicolson scheme. The Poisson equation
for the pressure field is solved with a multigrid technique. Note that in our hybrid approach, the
inviscid velocity field is obtained directly from another model—in this paper, a theoretical solution
or a 2D-NWT—and is not subject to the numerical errors of the NS solver.
For all the test cases that are considered here, the computational domain is a box, L 1 long in
the streamwise direction, L 2 wide in the spanwise direction, and L 3 high in the vertical direction.
The corresponding number of gridpoints are N1 , N2 , and N3 , respectively.
For post-processing, it is useful to define variables in terms of integrals that, when discretized
are sums, e.g. ensemble averages. Thus, for an arbitrary variable q that is aperiodic, the average
over a horizontal plane is:
1
%q&(x 3 ) =
L1 L2

##

q dx 1 dx 3

(16)

calculated as,
%q&([x 3 ] j ) =

1 $$
[q]i, j,k
N1 N2 i k

(17)

where here the additional subscripts []i, j,k are grid indices (with e.g. i varying from 1 to N1 ),
whereas for periodic field variables, an ensemble average can be made more accurate by also
$N % L 1 % L 2
averaging over several periods (e.g. %q&(x 3 )=(1/N )(1/L 1 L 2 ) n=1
0
0 q(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , t+nT /2)
%
%
$N
L
L
(−1)n 0 1 0 2 q(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , t+nT /2) dx 1 dx 2 depending
dx 1 dx 2 or %q&(x 3 ) = (1/N )(1/L 1 L 2 ) n=1
on whether the field variable is periodic or antiperiodic, such as the turbulent intensity or the mean
velocity, respectively).
In theoretical models, oscillatory BLs are often considered to be ‘infinitely long’, which would
correspond to a half-plane or half-space. This may represent physical circumstances quite well but
is not practical in a numerical model where we want to limit the domain size to limit computational
requirements. Hence, assuming the flow is statistically homogenous in a direction, we can apply
periodic boundary conditions, with the premise that velocity fluctuations a half-domain away are
completely uncorrelated with one another. Such space-periodicity conditions will be used for some
of the applications presented here.
While the numerical method is designed to handle any structured 3D grid, here we limit our
consideration to two types—regular grids in each direction and regular grids with exponential
stretching in the vertical direction. The latter is based on a stretching ratio based on the vertical
distance between adjacent gridpoints (e.g. a 1.1-stretching ratio would correspond to a 10% increase
in cell size with each step in the vertical direction).
Note that this vertical stretching induces a large aspect ratio for the cells near the boundary.
Consider a grid with a seabed of height h(x 1 , x 2 ), and vertical grid spacing !x 3 . From a vertical
profile it may appear that eddies of O(!x 3 ) are resolved, for example an aspect ratio of 10:1 the
grid filter acts on a volume of approximately O(102 !x 33 ), though near-wall eddies are expected
to be O(2'(x 3 −h)) across, so turbulent eddies near the surface are not resolved (e.g. when
2'10−2/3 !!x 3 /(x 3 −h)). These estimates are most accurate for flat seabeds, but analogous arguments can be made for complex bathymetry. Thus we expect an underprediction of turbulent
intensity near the wall, and a need to augment the SGS stresses. The method used is described in
the following section.
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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3.2. Bottom boundary condition
In all cases considered here, the bottom boundary condition is a no-flux condition with a shear
stress applied depending on flow conditions, i.e.
&
'
!ū tan
&w = %$
(18)
!n x3 =h(x1 ,x2 )
where n is the normal direction to the wall, ū tan is the resolved velocity tangential to the wall,
and &w is the wall shear stress. In the BL theory, the latter is typically defined as a function of the
friction velocity u ∗ , as: &w = %u 2∗ , which yields
& '
!ū
1
= u 2∗
(19)
!n x3 =h(x1 ,x2 ) $
Combining this with the condition that the eddy viscosity is zero along the bed, the boundary
condition can be implemented as a purely viscous wall stress. Numerically, this velocity gradient
condition is implemented through using layers of additional (ghost) cells, located outside of the
domain. We apply one of the two boundary friction velocity models, depending on the application.
In each case we evaluate them for the gridpoints adjacent to the boundary (e.g. over a flat bed, at
x 3 = h(x 1 , x 2 )+!x 3 /2). To be unambiguous for curved seabeds, we specify z 1 to be the distance
of the center of the first grid cell to the boundary.
For laminar tests, we consider a no-slip condition such that:
(
ū tan $
u∗ =
(20)
z1
For rough turbulent cases, we assume that the von Karman–Prandtl equation (for a logarithmic
sublayer) can be applied at the first gridpoint above the bed. For hydraulically rough conditions,
this reads as:
ū tan 1
z1
= log
u∗
'
z0

(21)

where ' is the von Karman constant, taken to be 0.41, and z 0 is the roughness length, which can be
related to the Nikuradse roughness, ks = 30z 0 . Such a log-layer equation is known to be applicable
in only a narrow regime of flows of engineering interest, but it is a common practice to apply
this in LES models of atmospheric flows [71]. For other approximate bottom boundary conditions
see Cabot and Moin [72] and for a review of LES wall modeling see Piomelli and Balaras [73].
The use of the log-layer law is also supported by the experiments of Nakayama et al. [74]. Note
that Nakayama et al.’s experiments considered a zero-pressure gradient, and did not include flow
separation. These wall models may be unsuitable for situations with turbulent flow separation, but
this is an issue to be considered in future work.
3.3. Subgrid scale models
Since no turbulence closure scheme has been found satisfactory for all situations, a variety of
SGS models have been developed for LESs. Most models are some variants of the Smagorinsky
model, where the SGS stress is an algebraic function of the resolved shear stress rate. In this
work, we consider several models for comparison, including the Smagorinsky model, the dynamic
Smagorinsky model (DSM), and DMM. Note that, as in Cui and Street [22], the spatial gradient
of eddy viscosity is neglected in the discretized governing equations.
3.3.1. Smagorinsky model. The Smagorinsky model [75] of the SGS stress
&ij −
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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is an algebraic function of the resolved shear strain rate tensor
!
"
1 !ū i !ū j
S̄ij =
+
2 !x j !x i
where | S̄| is the magnitude of the shear strain rate tensor:
)
| S̄| = 2 S̄ij S̄ij

(23)

(24)

The eddy viscosity, $T , is expressed as proportional to the magnitude of the local shear strain rate as
¯ 2 | S̄|
$T = C s !

(25)

where Cs is the Smagorinsky model coefficient (the square of the Smagorinsky constant) and ! is
a grid-filter width that can be expressed from the Jacobian J of the coordinate transformation as:
¯ = (!x 1 !x 2 !x 3 )1/3 . At a wall, the discretized shear strain
!¯ = J 1/3 , or, for a Cartesian grid, as: !
rate tensor is calculated with one-sided finite differencing, since the shear imposed as a boundary
condition is non-physical.
Lilly [76] found that for the Smagorinsky model to agree with the Kolmorgorov turbulence
spectrum for isotropic turbulence, the Smagorinsky constant must be approximately 0.16. It is
well known that this overpredicts the amount of dissipation for wall-bounded flows. Here, we use
a Smagorinsky constant of 0.145 (i.e. model coefficient of 0.021), which is consistent with the
earlier work of Gilbert et al. [14].
3.3.2. Dynamic Smagorinsky model. The next major advancement in SGS modeling was the DSM
of Germano et al. [77], whereby the Smagorinsky coefficient in Equation (25) is allowed to vary
in time and space. At each point, following a procedure of Lilly [78] and Germano [79], the
coefficient Cs is assumed to be scale-invariant. As a result, Equations (22)–(25) can be defined for
two different length scales (known as the filter widths), and then at each point the local Cs can be
chosen to be that which minimizes the least-squares error in the above equations.
In order to obtain the velocity fields at the appropriate length scales, the resolved velocity field is
used, as well as a filtered version of the velocity field. Often a simple discrete filter (e.g. using the
trapezoidal rule) is used, and typically the grid size ratio ( is chosen as 2.0, based on the analysis of
Germano et al. [77] (i.e. smaller values gave less accurate results, whereas larger values provided
no clear advantage). Lund [80] showed that often the filter width is not properly determined, so
while we use the√same test-filter as Cui and Street [22], we use Lund’s more accurate filter-width
definition of ( ≈ 6 = 2.46, see [80] for details.
While the DSM requires fewer input parameters than a simple Smagorinsky model, and is
typically more accurate, this least-squares procedure for finding the model coefficient can lead to
numerical instabilities. Here, as in Zang [15], Cs is local filtered, and a cutoff is implemented,
preventing negative total viscosity (i.e. if the local eddy viscosity is calculated less than the
kinematic molecular viscosity, it is set equal to −$).
3.3.3. Dynamic mixed model. Here, the SGS stresses are modeled using Zang et al.’s [3] DMM,
based on the stress decomposition proposed by Germano [81]:
m
m
&ij = L m
ij +C ij + Rij

(26)

which consists in a sum of the modified Leonard term, modified cross term, and modified SGS
Reynolds stress, defined as
¯ ¯
Lm
ij = ū i ū j − ū i ū j

(27)

Cijm = ū i u )j +u )i ū j + ū¯ i u )j −u )i ū¯ j

(28)

Rijm = u )i u )j −u )i u )j .

(29)
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respectively. Then, by modeling the SGS stress as
&ij −

"ij
¯ 2 | S̄| S̄ij + L m − "ij L m
&kk = −2Cs !
ij
3
3 kk

(30)

and again assuming scale independence, the optimal model coefficient can similarly be found by
applying Germano’s technique.
3.3.4. Near-wall eddy viscosity. One of the premises of SGS models is that the spatial filtering
involved is over regions of small flow variations. This is not true, however, near a boundary when
using an approximate boundary condition such as Equation (21) (see e.g. Cabot and Moin [72]).
Specifically, near a wall, the grid filter width is approximately x 3 −h, but the largest eddies are
only '(x 3 −h)) across. This affects the eddy viscosity in the near-wall region in a way which is
model-specific. For the constant coefficient Smagorinsky model, for instance, it is well known
that the near-wall eddy viscosity is overpredicted. Because this behavior and limitations of the
Smagorinsky model have been well documented in the literature, we do not modify this model,
to use it as a ‘control’ model in our work. The DSMs, by contrast, underpredict the near-wall
eddy viscosity to the point that some modifications are necessary. The first change we make to
the standard dynamic SGS models, to account for effects of the boundary, is to adjust the filtering
operator (i.e. a box-filter of the resolved velocity). Filtering at points near the wall will result in a
solution that depends on non-physical values at the ghost cells outside of the domain. Hence, near
the boundary, we use instead the commutative filters of Vasilyev et al. [82] which are one-sided
for points adjacent to a boundary. The resulting filtered velocity field is mathematically consistent
throughout the domain, and depends only on points within the domain. Similarly, some care is
taken to use one-sided finite differences in computing the shear strain rate at points near the
boundary.
Additionally, following Chow and Street [83] and Chow et al. [84], the eddy viscosity at the
wall in the SGS model is increased, in order to augment the near-wall shear stresses. Here, we
follow Zedler and Street [19], who by specifying the eddy viscosity as
!
"
)(x 3 −h)
($T )total = ($T )SGS +'u ∗ (x 3 −h) cos2
(31)
4!x 1
for all points between the bed and a height 2!x 1 . This can also be expressed as
!
"
)z
2
($T )total = ($T )SGS +'u ∗ z cos
(32)
√
4 J/2z 1
√
for z<2 J/2z, z is the distance from a point to the seabed, and as before, z 1 is the distance of
the center of the first grid cell to the boundary, and J is the Jacobian of the transformation used
in deriving the discretized governing equations.
This scheme increases the near-wall stress and smoothly varies the eddy viscosity from that
in the inner wall modeled region to the outer region in the LES domain. Note, this technique
has similarities with both RANS modeling (since the filter width is horizontally large and the
eddy viscosity is given from a mixing length theory) and wall models, since the eddy viscosity is
dependent upon a height above the bed, which is not well defined for general surfaces. Preliminary
tests, which will be detailed below as part of the turbulent BL application, confirmed that when
an augmented near-wall stress term such as Equation (32) is not included, results are qualitatively
similar, but the wall stress is underpredicted by as much as 50%. See Piomelli et al. [85] and Chow
et al. [84] for the recent advances in using even more sophisticated techniques for augmenting
near-wall stresses in an LES.
3.4. Fully nonlinear potential flow
In this work, we use different unsteady inviscid flow solutions to force the LESs of the BL flow.
Some are simple analytical solutions (such as a uniform oscillatory flow) but, to simulate realistic
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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wave forcing, we use the results of a 2D-NWT based on the FNPF theory (i.e. in which fully
nonlinear kinematic and dynamic free surface boundary conditions are kept in an MEL formalism
[4–6]). Governing equations and numerical methods for this 2D-NWT are briefly summarized
below, in the context of the perturbation approach introduced before.
For incompressible irrotational flows, we define u kI = !"/!x k , with " the velocity potential.
With this definition, mass conservation becomes Laplace’s equation
∇ 2" = 0

(33)

which is efficiently and accurately solved using a higher order BEM based on Green’s second
identity
+
# *
!G ij
!"(x i )
((x j )"(x j ) =
(34)
G ij −"(x i )
d#(x i )
!n
!n
#
where #(x i ) denotes the NWT boundary, n i is the outwards unit normal vector to the boundary
(Figure 2), G ij is the free-space Green’s function given in 2D by
G(x i , x j ) = −

1
log|x i − x j |
2)

(35)

where x i and x j are both points on the boundary, with the latter referred to as a collocation node,
and ( is a coefficient function of the angle of the boundary at x j .
On the free surface # f (Figure 2), the fully nonlinear kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions
Dri !"
=
Dt !x i

(36)

D"
1 !" !" pa
−
= −gx 3 +
Dt
2 !x i !x i
%

(37)

respectively (where x 3 is the vertical coordinate), are time integrated using second-order Lagrangian
Taylor series expansions, for the free surface position ri and potential "(ri ) (i.e. using both "
and !"/!t, and their normal and tangential derivatives), and an explicit time stepping scheme.
A (Neumann) no-flow or specified normal velocity condition is specified on the other NWT
boundaries, including a wavemaker and the seabed.
The above boundary integral equations are discretized, as detailed in Grilli and Subramanya
[4], for a series of collocation nodes x j , j = 1, . . . , N# on the boundary, and using higher order
elements to interpolate between the nodes. The resulting linear system of equations is solved at
each time step to provide boundary values of " and its normal and time derivatives, which in turn
are used in the time updating of free surface solution.
Wave generation in the NWT can be accomplished in several ways. For the application presented
here, generation using a flap wavemaker is simulated at the leftward boundary of the NWT, #w ,
by specifying a (horizontal) stroke motion, x w (t), similar to that of a physical wavetank (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Sketch of the 2D-NWT setup for computations of wave shoaling over a slope.
Note that AB is absorbing beach for x"xa ; here a flap wavemaker is located at x = xw ,
but other wave generation methods are possible.
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With this method, regular waves can be easily generated (e.g. [5, 6]), as well as more complex
wave climates.
In the far-field wave domain, incident waves propagate, transform, and shoal over the specified
sloping bottom topography, as simulated in the NWT. In the near-field, waves would eventually
overturn and break, and dissipate their energy. To prevent breaking in the NWT, which would
interrupt FNPF computations, following Grilli and Horrillo [5], incident wave energy is gradually
dissipated in an absorbing beach (AB) at the far shallower end of the NWT and using an actively
absorbing lateral piston (AP) boundary (Figure 2). In the AB, energy dissipation results from the
(negative) work against waves of an absorbing surface pressure pa , specified in the dynamic free
surface boundary condition, proportional to the normal particle velocity as
pa (x 1 , t) = $a (x 1 )

!"
!n

(38)

where $a denotes a smoothly varying AB absorption function in the long NWT horizontal direction
x 1 (see [5] for detail).
The NS model grid is finely discretized and thus may have millions of gridpoints; hence it could
be computationally expensive to calculate the BIE solution in the NWT for every such internal
point. For turbulent cases considered by Gilbert et al. [14], assuming fairly long and regular
incident waves, this was tackled by computing the inviscid wave velocities only at a subset of the
NS gridpoints and then interpolating over the entire NS grid. Internal velocities were computed in
the NWT using a boundary integral equation (note this is also a mathematically exact equation):
!
"+
# *
!G ij
!"(x i )
u k (x j ) =
(39)
(∇k G ij )−"(x i ) ∇k
d#(x i )
!n
!n
#
Because the present applications of the coupled NWT-NS-LES are only for wave-induced flows
within a very thin BL, the vertical variation of the inviscid velocity can be neglected within the BL.
Accordingly, the inviscid forcing velocity in the BL is computed for a series of grid cell horizontal
abscissa x g1 at seabed points, as
u 1I (x g1 , t) ≈

!

!"
!x 1

"

(40)
(xg1 ,h(xg1 ))

u 2I (x g1 , t) = 0.d0
u 3I (x g1 , t) ≈

!

!"
!x 3

"

(41)
(42)

(xg1 ,h(xg1 ))

This assumption is reasonable because for the application on a sloping bed shown below, the bed
slope m is very small, and because the simulation domain is very thin. This approximation is
further justified below in the presented application, where it is used when the incident wavelength
is very large with respect to the BL thickness. These internal velocities are then used to force the
NS-LES model, as detailed above.

4. APPLICATIONS
4.1. Laminar wave-induced boundary layers
4.1.1. Stokes boundary layer. Stokes’ second problem [86] √
provides an exact solution for the
horizontal velocity profile in a laminar BL of thickness "S = 2$/# (known as the Stokes-layer
thickness), forced by an oscillatory flow of angular frequency # = 2)/T or period T . A major
feature of laminar oscillatory BLs is that the phase lag between the wall shear stress, &w , and the
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free-stream velocity is 45◦ . For other regimes, however, this angle varies. In the following test
case, the inviscid flow forcing is simply a spatially uniform horizontal, sinusoidal flow:
u iI = "i1U0 sin #t

(43)

where U0 is the amplitude of the free-stream velocity. The analytical solution of Stokes’ second
problem yields the following horizontal velocity:
u a1 = U0 (1−exp[−(x 3 −h)/"S ]) sin(#t −(x 3 −h)/"S )

(44)

Figure 3 shows the vertical profiles of horizontal velocity at a few phases of the flow, based on
this solution.
As a numerical a first validation test of the implementation of the perturbation approach in
the NS model, we computed such laminar oscillatory BL flows for a variety of grid sizes and
time steps, setting the Reynolds number based on Stokes-layer thickness to: Re" = U0"S /$ = 1
(note, here, of course, the LES is not called upon and the eddy viscosity is set to zero). Spatial
periodicity was assumed in the horizontal direction and a no-slip boundary condition was specified
on the bed. The grid is 16 Stokes thicknesses high, and 1 Stokes thickness wide in both horizontal
directions. For each test case, four points in each horizontal directions are used (though for a 2D
laminar case, the streamwise and spanwise discretizations are irrelevant since those terms cancel
out in the governing equations). At the vertical boundary, a zero-gradient condition is applied (i.e.
!u 1 /!x 3 = 0).
Each simulation was run for 100 periods T until a quasi-steady state was reached. We assume
that the size of the domain and this spin-up time are both sufficiently large as to have negligible
effects on the results (for high resolutions these assumptions may be less valid). Table I gives a
summary of the numerical parameters. The maximum error in the horizontal velocity after 100
periods of oscillation, as compared with the above analytical solution, was calculated as a measure
of the numerical accuracy of the NS-LES simulations:
! = max[u 1 (x 3 , t = 100T )−u a1 (#t = 0)].

(45)

While there are many numerical parameters affecting NS-LES simulations, for this idealized
laminar oscillatory BL problem, all other things being equal, only two are significant: the vertical
grid spacing !x 3 and time step !t. Indeed, for this case, the governing equations reduce to a 1D
problem where the viscous term (computed with second-order center differencing) is integrated
in time (with the second-order Adams–Moulton method). Thus, we expect that as long as we
use a small enough time step and/or the BL is sufficiently (vertically) resolved, the numerical

Figure 3. Stokes second problem for an oscillatory laminar BL flow. Analytical solution for the vertical
variation of the horizontal velocity, u a1 , for different phases of oscillations.
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error ! should show a second-order reduction with either grid size or time step. This is verified
in Figure 4, for computations performed using a very small time step, !t = 0.001T , and grid size
!x 3 = "S /32 to "S , and in Figure 5 where a small grid size, !x 3 = "S /64, is used and time step
varies from !t = 0.01−0.2T . The expected second-order convergence is obtained when neither of
the governing parameters is too small or too large. When time step or grid size was very large,
the model did not resolve the BL oscillations well, and when the time step was very small, errors
were dependent mostly on grid size. For (unnecessarily) very small time step and grid size, the
error increased slightly as compared with the expected convergence, likely due to round-off and
truncation errors.
4.1.2. Steady streaming. The next validation test of the implementation of the perturbation
approach in the NS-LES solver is also for a laminar wave-induced BL, which unlike the previous
application is forced by a time- and space-varying inviscid velocity, representing an incident linear
Stokes wave. This results in an additional test of the convection terms in the model. The inviscid
forcing is analytically defined from linear wave theory as [29]
u 1I =

H gk cosh(k(x 3 −h))
cos(kx 1 −#t)
2#
cosh kh
u 2I = 0

(46)
(47)

Table I. Parameters for laminar oscillatory BL simulations in NS-LES model.
Domain height
Upper boundary condition
Wall boundary condition
Initial conditions
Simulation spin-up time
Forcing
Free-stream velocity
Forcing period
Kinematic viscosity
Stokes length
Reynolds number

16"S
Zero-gradient
No-slip
u iP (xi , t = 0) = 0
100T
u 1I (t) =U0 sin #t, u 2I = u 3I = 0
U0 = )
T =1
$=)
"S = 1
Re" = 1

Note: The results are independent of horizontal parameters.

Figure 4. Maximum numerical error of NS-LES for velocity in an oscillatory laminar BL (with Re" = 1),
as a function of grid size for !t/ T = 0.001.
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Figure 5. Maximum numerical error of NS-LES for velocity in an oscillatory laminar BL (with Re" = 1),
as a function of time step for !x3 = "S /64.

H gk sinh(k(x 3 −h))
(48)
sin(kx 1 −#t)
2#
cosh kh
for a wave height H and angular frequency #, in depth h, and wavenumber k given by the dispersion
relationship: #2 /g = k tanhkh. In this case, rather than solving for the perturbation pressure to
enforce mass conservation, we note that near the bottom, u 3 (x 1 , x 3 , t)+u 1 (x 1 , x 3 , t), so that we can
ignore the vertical momentum equation in the BL and instead compute the vertical velocity from
the mean mass conservation (note, here again the turbulent fluctuations are zero so: ū iP = u iP ):
# x3 P
!ū 1
ū 3P (x 1 , x 3 ) = −
(x 1 , x 3) ) dx 3)
(49)
!x
1
0
u 3I =

Because this bypasses the Poisson equation solver, that is normally used in the NS code to calculate
pressure, the computational speed is dramatically increased. However, the solution produced here
would be equivalent to that found using the full NS equation solver, assuming a correct pressure
boundary condition is specified.
Longuet-Higgins [49] was the first to show the occurrence of and calculate the mean (i.e.
period-averaged) mass transport velocity %u& (i.e. steady streaming) induced in the oscillatory BL
under progressive waves, in the direction of wave propagation. This velocity occurs even when the
forcing is specified from linear wave theory (note, additional contributions to the steady streaming
velocity can also be result from nonlinear effects such as Stokes drift or from wave asymmetry).
Thus, Longuet-Higgins found the linear Eulerian drift as:
&
'
k#H 2
3
1 −*
1 −2* 1 −*
1 −*
−*
%u& =
(50)
−e cos *+ e sin *+ e − *e cos *− *e sin *
2
4
2
2
4 sinh2 kh 4

where * = (x 3 −h)/"S [50, 87].
In this application, we computed the steady streaming in the laminar regime, i.e. using the LES
with no eddy viscosity, starting with waves of height H = 0.46 m, period T = 6 s, in depth h = 5 m
(which is incidentally the conditions from an example used by Myrhaug and Holmedal [57]). We
initially used a grid of 128 points in both streamwise (horizontal) and vertical directions (again, for
this 2D laminar case, the spanwise direction is irrelevant), and a time step !t = T /256. With this
data, the spatial grid covered one wavelength + = 2)/k in horizontal by 16"S in vertical direction.
Periodic boundary conditions were specified in the horizontal directions and a no-slip condition
on the bed. The results in Figure 6 for this case show that the calculated vertical profile of the
Eulerian drift velocity agrees very well with the theoretical equation (50).
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Convergence of the numerical solution is further assessed for this case, by varying the vertical
grid size and calculating the difference between the steady streaming velocity for the highest point
in the domain over the bed, u ∞ versus the theoretical solution of (3k#H 2 )/(16 sinh2 kh), obtained
by setting x 3 → ∞ in Equation (50). Figure 7 shows that this error significantly and linearly reduces
when the number of vertical grid points is varied from 16 to 128. Additional numerical accuracy
and convergence tests are performed for oscillatory BL flows under different types of waves in the
following sections.
4.1.3. Open boundary conditions. In earlier simulations of near-bed wave-induced flows (e.g.
[14]), a boundary condition of the type !u i /!n = 0 was used to simulate open boundary conditions
on the lateral boundaries of the NS domain. Although not needed for the present periodic forcing,
such conditions are tested in the present application, rather than periodic conditions as done so far,
as these will allow simulating arbitrary rather than idealized incident waves in later applications.
Additionally, correctly predicting steady streaming is key in wave-induced BLs, and thus we
investigate the effect of this boundary condition on the simulated streaming velocities.
In the present perturbation approach, the open boundary condition for the horizontal velocity
reads as: !u 1P /!n = 0, which is exact for a spatially uniform oscillatory BL, but not for a waveinduced BL. We test the effect of this condition by running a test similar to that in the previous
section, but varying the domain length with respect to the incident wavelength: L 1 /+. In order
to keep !x 1 constant and thus not to affect the discretization error, the number of grid points
is adjusted at the same time. Because we want to consider several orders of magnitude, we
will separately consider the case where L 1 >+ (Figure 8) and L 1 <+ (Figure 9). For the larger
16

x3 / δS

12
8
4
0

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

(4 u sinh2 kh)/ (kω H 2 )

Figure 6. Vertical profile of non-dimensional Eulerian drift velocity, in a laminar oscillatory BL forced by linear Stokes waves, computed in NS-LES model (·) using a
128×128 grid, versus Longuet-Higgins [50] theory (—).
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Figure 7. Same application and physical data as in Figure 6. Error (relative to the theoretical solution) of
far-field (x3 → ∞) Eulerian streaming velocity as a function of vertical grid size.
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domains, we use !x 1 = +/32, and L 1 = +, 2+, . . . , 24 +, and for the smaller domains, !x 1 = +/256,
and L 1 = +, +/2, . . . , +/24 .
The results in the figures show that when applying a simple free gradient boundary condition for
the horizontal velocity, we achieve similarly good results for steady streaming velocities, as when
using a periodic condition, a quarter-wavelength from the edge of the domain. This condition is thus
reasonably successful, as long as the NS domain is about a wavelength across. Simulating steady
streaming in smaller domains would most likely require more sophisticated boundary conditions.

(u∞ 16 sinh2 kh)/ (3kω H 2 )

4.1.4. Eulerian drift in near-breaking waves. While we have so far only considered BL forcing
from linear waves, with one set of parameters, a variety of more realistic forcings can be used
in the coupled model. This is illustrated by calculating the Eulerian BL drift for FNPF waves
shoaling over a sloping bed, in a setup similar to that of Figure 2.
To reduce the computational cost, laminar flow conditions were selected in these simulations.
Indeed, the number of grid points required in the model, in each direction (i.e. N1 , N2 , N3 ), is a
function of flow conditions. For the laminar wave-induced BL case, one only needs to resolve a
single wavelength (e.g. N1 = O(102 )), the lateral direction is unimportant (e.g. N2 = O(100 )), and
the BL needs to be resolved (e.g. N3 = O(102 )); hence, the total number of points is O(104 ). By
contrast, for a turbulent oscillatory BL (such as in the last application in the following section),
the lateral direction is important for resolving 3D eddies (e.g. N2 = O(102 )), and in the streamwise
direction it is the eddies which must be resolved, not the wavelength of a wave, but again,
N1 = O(102 ), so the total number of grid points is O(106 ). The present wave-induced BL case is
more computationally intensive than the idealized oscillatory flow specified in the last application,

1.4

1.2

1
−4

−2

0
x1 / λ

2

4

(u∞ 16 sinh2 kh)/ (3kω H 2 )

Figure 8. Same application and physical data as in Figure 6. Non-dimensional far-field Eulerian streaming
velocity, in a laminar oscillatory BL forced by linear Stokes waves, computed in NS-LES model (various
lines) versus theory (converged value of nearly 1), using open boundary conditions, for domains of length
8+ (—), 4+ (– –), 2+ (- -), and + (· · ·).
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Figure 9. Same application and physical data as in Figure 6 and same test as in Figure 8 for domains of
length + (—), +/2 (– –), +/4 (- -), and +/8 (· · ·).
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because hundreds of wave periods are needed in order for the steady streaming velocity to converge
(a second-order effect), whereas for the oscillatory BL, only 10 oscillations or so are used. Because
of the vast difference in the size of eddies in the BL and a typical wavelength, the computational
domain required for a turbulent wave-induced BL would be larger than both (e.g. N1 = O(104 );
N2 = O(102 ); N3 = O(102 )), resulting in a domain with perhaps O(108 ) grid points. Additionally,
the simulation would have to be run for hundreds of periods as well, resulting in a computational
time several orders of magnitude longer than for results shown here.
Another feature of the present simulations (Table II) is that ‘numerically exact’ FNPF periodic
waves are generated in the NWT, instead of approximate periodic waves, such as generated by
a sinusoidally moving piston or flap wavemaker (as in laboratory wave generation). Specifically,
we use the zero mean-flux streamfunction wave generation proposed by Grilli and Horrillo [5],
to generate a wave of period T = 2.5 s and height H = 0.175 m in an NWT of ‘offshore’ depth
h o = 1 m, which extends over 40 m (Figure 2). This method was developed to generate nonlinear
waves in an NWT, whose nonlinear Stokes drift is canceled by specifying a current equal and
opposite to the wave mean mass flux. This both prevents the tank mean water level from artificially
increasing and allows for the undertow current generated in the nearshore part of the tank to ‘exit’
through the tank offshore boundary.
To cause wave shoaling, a slope s = 1/24 is specified in the NWT starting at 5 m from the
wavemaking boundary. To prevent wave overturning and breaking (which would interrupt FNPF
computations), the water depth levels off at 20 m from the wavemaker, at a depth of 0.375 m, and
then increases to h 1 = 0.5 m in the absorbing beach (AB), following a hyperbolic tangent similar to
the increase of the damping coefficient in the AB; this causes wave de-shoaling and makes it easier
for the AB to absorb the incident wave energy. The NWT boundary is discretized with 513 nodes,
with a grid spacing on all boundaries of approximately 0.16 m. Along the surface, the boundary is
discretized with 249 mixed cubic interpolation (MCI, [4]) elements. On the wavemaker, bottom,
and absorbing piston of the NWT, the boundary is discretized with 3, 125, and 2 three-node cubic
elements, respectively. In order to force the oscillatory BL to be laminar (see Figure 1), a kinematic
viscosity of 1×10−5 m/s2 is assumed.
In order to obtain highly nonlinear physics related to shoaling (e.g. with both trough/crest and
rear/front wave asymmetry), the coupled NS-LES domain had to be located very close to the
theoretical breaking point for the selected sloping bed geometry. Even with the AB starting at the
end of the sloping bed, it was observed that the absorption distance was not sufficient to prevent
large nonlinear waves from forming a small scale overturning jet, due to the Lagrangian motion of
the NWT nodes/water particles that caused node convergence in the wave crest area. The act of
regridding free surface nodes at equal arc length intervals at every time step in combination with
the AB, appeared sufficient to prevent hydrodynamic instabilities from causing waves to overturn.
The inviscid flow forcing for the NS-LES domain, encompassing the BL, is obtained using the
approximation from Equations (40) to (42), from velocities computed at 32 wave gages (Figure 10).
Note that the Stokes BL thickness is several orders of magnitude smaller than the water depth in
the NWT, so the approximation using inviscid seabed velocities seems quite reasonable. [Note,
inviscid velocities could be calculated at internal points within the NS-LES domain; however
because the BL is so thin in this application, any vertical variation in such velocities would be
Table II. NWT parameters for example of steady streaming of near-breaking waves on a sloping bed.
Domain
Wave period (T )
Initial wave height (H0 )
Forcing
Time step (!t)
Slope (m)
Simulation time
Number of wave gages
Wave gage locations (x g1 )
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Value
2.5 s
0.175 m
Stream function wave
0.025 s
1/24
25T
38
From 10.375 to 19.625 m, spaced evenly
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more likely caused by numerical errors than any physical variation; similarly, the velocity gradient
is computed with finite differences but this could be made more accurate using the NWT boundary
integral equation.]
The inviscid forcing is ramp-up by running the NWT for an initial 25 wave periods, and is
then used to force the NS solver. To do so, the final wave period of NWT simulations is repeated
from then on, to provide a quasi-periodic forcing. This assumes that the NWT has reached a
quasi-periodic state by then, which is demonstrated, e.g. in Figure 11.
For each test, we use a moderately coarse NS grid of 32×32 (L × H ) points, with 100 time
steps per period (Table III). The NS domain is 8 m long (from 11 to 19 m from the wavemaker;
Figure 11), 4.5 cm thick, and the simulations are run for 1000 wave periods. [The domain was
specified with two points in the lateral direction, with a width of 10 cm, although this is presumed
to be unimportant for this laminar case.] In general, a streaming velocity away from the beach
was observed (Figure 12), with significant variation across the domain. Interestingly, the trend of
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Figure 10. Example of surface elevation, and horizontal/vertical velocity components
simulated at the NWT seabed (—), 15 m from the wavemaker (averaging the results at
adjacent wave gages at 14.875 and 15.125 m).

Figure 11. Free surface elevation predicted by NWT around the area of interest (from 11 to 19 m from
the wavemaker, with overlapping data from 5 to 21T every two periods. [Vertical exaggeration is 2x.]
The NS-LES domain is sketched for information.
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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larger offshore mean current in deeper water just outside the BL is reversed very near the seabed
(Figure 13). Note that others (e.g. Myrhaug and Holmedal [57]) have also found that adding the
second-order component of a Stokes wave results in a weaker mean onshore than that predicted
by Longuet-Higgins theory or even an offshore Eulerian steady streaming, as shown here. [One
possible mechanism for the reversal of the drift velocity direction is the generation of an offshore
undertow current, due to the impermeable boundary condition on the right side of the NWT.]
While these results show that the coupled numerical model works as intended and can produce
relevant results for realistic incident waves, applicable to actual wave-induced BLs, a final
Table III. NS-LES solver parameters for the steady streaming
of near-breaking waves on a sloping bed.
Domain

Value
8 m×0.1 m×0.045 m
32×2×32
Zero-gradient
No-slip
u(xi , t = 0) = 0
0.025 s
10−5 m2 /s
2502.5 s

L1 × L2 × L3
N1 × N2 × N3
Upper boundary condition
Wall boundary condition
Initial conditions
Time step (!t)
Viscosity ($)
Simulation time

u∞ (m/s)

0.05

0.0

-0.05

-0.1
11

12

13

14

15
x1 (m)

16

17

18

19

Figure 12. Eulerian drift at the edge of the boundary layer predicted by Navier–Stokes
solver for fully nonlinear potential flow forcing.

x3 − h(x1 ) (m)

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

0
-0.2

-0.15

-0.1
u (m/s)

-0.05

0

Figure 13. Time-averaged Eulerian drift profiles (versus distance off seabed)
predicted by Navier–Stokes solver for fully nonlinear potential flow forcing at
x = 13.125 m (—), x = 15.125 m (– –), and x = 17.125 m (· · ·)).
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demonstration is required to show that the SGS models implemented in the LES are adequate to
reproduce the desired turbulent flow properties. This is done in the following section.
4.2. Turbulent oscillatory boundary layers
We next validate the LES for turbulent oscillatory BLs. We choose a uniform oscillatory flow
because of the lack of sufficiently detailed experimental data for more complex wave-induced flows.
To compare results with the laboratory experiments of Jensen et al’s [43], which were performed
in an oscillatory flume (U-tube), the model inviscid forcing was selected similarly to the initial
laminar BL test cases, as a vertically uniform oscillatory flow (see Equation (43)), with velocity
amplitude Uo and period T (# = 2)/T ). Jensen et al.’s experiments consisted in 15 different test
cases, of which we selected for comparison two cases with a rough bed: nos. 12 and 13 (see
physical data in Table IV). In each case, the mean velocity and Reynolds stresses were measured
as a function of time and elevation over the rough bed in the BL.
To achieve good accuracy and resolution in simulated results and also to ensure that the number
of ‘samples’ used for ensemble averaging is large enough, a NS grid size of 128×32×64 is used in
simulations (see numerical parameters in Table V), slightly larger than that used by Radhakrishnan
and Piomelli [27] who recently reported on similar comparisons. Note, for very simple flows such
as considered here, this need for performing averaging operations is one disadvantage of NS-LES
models as compared with an RANS model, which directly compute mean quantities.
4.2.1. Wall stress and mean velocity. Jensen et al. did not measure wall stress %&w &, but rather
(for test #13 only) they did measure a time-series of the mean streamwise velocity at a very small
height over the wall, x 3 = 0.0006 A (relative to the amplitude of oscillation A = U0/#; equivalent
to a height x 3 of 1.86 mm), which we used together with a log-law assumption, to predict wall
stress. Figures 14 and 15 show wall stress computed for tests #12 and #13, using the three SGS
Table IV. Parameters (period T , free-stream maximum velocity U0 , viscosity $, Nikuradse roughness ks ,
and free-stream amplitude A) for selected laboratory experiments of turbulent oscillatory BLs [43] used
for comparison with numerical simulations.
Test
no.
12
13

T
(s)

U0
(m/s)

(m2 /s)

Re

ks
(mm)

A/ks

9.72
9.72

1.02
2.00

1.14×10−6
1.14×10−6

1.6×106
6.0×106

0.84
0.84

1800
3700

$

Table V. Parameters for numerical simulations of turbulent oscillatory BLs.
Domain
L1 × L2 × L3
N1 × N2 × N3
Grid discretization (Smagorinsky SGS model)
Grid discretization (dynamic SGS models)
Upper boundary condition
Wall boundary condition
Wall roughness
Initial conditions
Simulation spin-up time
Forcing
!t
Simulation time
Output sampling frequency
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Value
636.3"S ×318.2"S ×100"S
128×64×32
Uniform grid spacing
Vertical exponential stretching with ratio 1.1
Minimum grid height: 0.93 mm
Aspect ratio at wall: 10:1:10
Zero-gradient
Log-layer approximation
z 0 = 2.8×10−5 m
u(xi , t = 0) = 0
5T
u 1I (t) =U0 sin #t
T/4860 (test 12) or T/9720 (test 13)
10T
Every T/12
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models in the NS-LES; in the latter test, this is compared with experimental values inferred from
near-wall velocity measurements.
Wall stress is qualitatively consistent among the three SGS turbulence models used. Additionally,
for test #13, numerical results with the DSM and DMM approaches agree well both with each
other and with experiments, while these are underpredicted by the Smagorinsky model; a better
agreement for the latter could probably be achieved by calibrating the Smagorinsky coefficient.
Note that while of the DSM and DMM approaches show a good performance, they rely on the
enhanced eddy viscosity near the wall, which tends towards the mixing-length approximation.
A time-invariant eddy viscosity distribution proportional to the height above the wall was found
by Grant and Madsen [31] to produce good results for both wall stress and mean flow, thus it is
reasonable to expect that the DSM and DMM approaches would also be successful.
The results in Figures 16 and 17 show that model results for the mean flow velocity, %u 1 &, are
again qualitatively consistent among the three SGS turbulence models used, with the Smagorinsky
approach underestimating the BL thickness. Numerical results using DSM or DMM agree well
with experiments, for both the #12 and 13 test cases, at six selected phases of the flow, over half
a period of oscillation.
4.2.2. Turbulent intensity and Reynolds stress. For both test cases #12 and 13, we calculated the
1/2 (Figures 18 and 19), the vertical (wall normal) turbulent
streamwise turbulent intensity %u )2
1&
1/2 (Figures 20 and 21), and the Reynolds stresses %u ) u ) & (Figures 22 and 23), and
intensity %u )2
3&
1 3
compared those to experiments. The figures show a good agreement of all model results with
experiments when using DSM or DMM, but not so with the Smagorinsky model. In particular, for
test #12, at the lower Reynolds number, the Smagorinsky approach fails to produce much resolved
turbulence. This highlights the significance of having to tune this model’s coefficient to different
flow conditions.
Near the wall, all simulation results underpredict the experimental turbulence intensity. For
the constant coefficient Smagorinsky model, this is expected because this model is known to

Figure 14. Numerical simulations of turbulent oscillatory BL: mean wall stress, %&w & (determined by
log-law) as a function of phase angle for conditions of test #12 [43] with different SGS models: (—)
Smagorinsky; (– –) dynamic Smagorinsky; and (· · ·) DMM.

Figure 15. Same case as Figure 14, for test #13, with comparison to experiments (•).
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 16. Same case as Figure 14. Mean streamwise velocity profiles, %u 1 &, for test #12.

Figure 17. Same case as Figure 14. Mean streamwise velocity profiles, %u 1 &, for test #13.

overpredict near-wall dissipation. For the dynamic models, the underpredicted turbulent intensity
is more likely due to the grid aspect ratio near the wall. The vertical stretching of the grid results in
‘pancake’-like grid cells, which are significantly wider in the streamwise and spanwise directions
than in the wall-normal direction. The typical eddy size, however, is of similar size in all directions,
and so the implicit grid-scale filter averages over many eddies in a way similar to a RANS ensemble
average. The most similar numerical study to the present one is the LES work of Radhakrishnan
and Piomelli [27], which studied test case #13. Their results for the near-wall turbulent intensity
are similar to ours for most phases of the oscillation, although Radhakrishnan and Piomelli did
obtain a better agreement with experiments at #t = 60◦ and #t = 90◦ , albeit using different SGS
models, and without having the large aspect ratio for the grid cells near the wall.
Far from the wall, there is an occasional underprediction of the turbulent intensity. Other
numerical studies have reported this problem as well, which Mellor [39] suggests is an experimental
artifact. The amplitude of the oscillation for test #13 is 3.1 m, so a fluid particle can move as far
as 6.2 m over the course of each oscillation. Hence, at the end of each period (i.e. around 0◦ ),
some of the fluid being measured may have a half-period earlier been outside of the 10 m straight
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1/2 , for test #12.
Figure 18. Streamwise turbulent intensity, %u )2
1&
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Figure 19. Streamwise turbulent intensity, %u )2
1&

test section of the oscillatory water tunnel used in experiments. Although Jensen et al. took some
additional measurements to attempt to show that this would have no effect, it does seem to explain
the outlier seen at the 0◦ phase angle (e.g. Figure 18). The results far from the wall are similar
to others (e.g. Radhakrishnan and Piomelli), although our turbulent intensities match experiment
somewhat better far from the wall at phases 0◦ and 30◦ .
In some cases, the size of the discretization may prove to be the limiting factor. For case #13,
for instance, the Reynolds stress at 90◦ was experimentally measured to be maximum at 2.6"S over
the bed (Figure 23), whereas the first grid cell is 3 "S high. Important physics may not be properly
modeled as a result. Note that Sleath [48] found that the Reynolds stress is a minor contributor to
the shear stress. As a result, one would expect that the vertical momentum flux would be governed
more by the periodic velocity components than the turbulent momentum flux, and thus more study
would be required to verify whether resolving this peak in Reynolds stress is important for the
numerical simulations.
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1/2 , for test #12.
Figure 20. Wall normal turbulent intensity, %u )2
3&

1/2 , for test #13.
Figure 21. Wall normal turbulent intensity, %u )2
3&

4.2.3. Velocity spectra. In addition to examining second-order turbulence statistics, we analyzed
velocity spectra, such as the streamwise velocity fluctuation spectrum, which can be defined as
the discrete Fourier transform:
,
,
,
,$
Ni
,
,
(51)
E 11 (k1 ) = , [u 1 ]n, j,k e−2)inkx /Ni ,
,
,n=1

and can also be phase-averaged. Note, such spectra are computed directly from the resolved
velocities at each grid point, and thus develop as a result of simulations. It should be stressed that
the numerical method is not a spectral method and, hence, spectra are not a priori assumed in the
SGS models used here.
Figure 24, for instance, shows the phase-averaged spatial velocity power spectra for the DSM
test #13 run at 0◦ . We are able to see at least what appears to be the inertial subrange in the
spectral results (slope 5/3). Note that the spectra are not smooth lines, but somewhat stochastic.
This indicates that the scale of the largest vortex structures is not well resolved, which is somewhat expected because particles in the free-stream oscillate horizontally over 2A = 2U0/# ≈ 6.2 m,

Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 22. Reynolds stress, %u )1 u )3 &, for test #12.

Figure 23. Reynolds stress, %u )1 u )3 &, for test #13.

whereas the computational domain is approximately an eighth of that size. A similar problem was
encountered by Costamagna et al. [88], but because the Jensen et al. data is for fully turbulent
conditions, we may use phase-averaging (i.e. averaging the data for the same phase from different
oscillations) in order to smooth results, as we have done above. Because the dynamics is mostly
controlled by the near-wall behavior (where the eddies are smaller), the largest scales are unlikely
to be particularly important, but future studies should consider using larger computational domains
to verify this claim.
4.2.4. Two-point spatial correlation. One premise of the modeling of turbulent flows in ‘infinitely
long’ oscillatory BLs, using a finite length spatially periodic domain, is that there is no correlation
between the velocity fluctuations a half-domain away (see, e.g. [1]). This will be achieved provided
the domain size is large enough, which can be a posteriori verified in numerical results by calculating
and verifying that the two-point spatial autocorrelation of the perturbation velocity field is nearly
zero, between points half a domain away in the horizontal direction.
Figure 25 shows the autocorrelation of each of the three components of the velocity fluctuations
in both the streamwise and spanwise directions at a given height for the DSM run of test 13. The
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 24. Non-dimensional velocity spectra for the resolved streamwise velocity field.

Figure 25. Two-point spatial autocorrelation functions for the component velocity fluctuations, u )1 (—),
u )2 (– –), u )3 (· · ·), at the first gridpoint above the rough bed, as a function of distance for test case #13, in
both the streamwise direction (averaged over the spanwise direction; upper panel) and spanwise direction
(averaged over the streamwise direction; lower panel).

autocorrelation function is very small for much of the domain, in both streamwise and spanwise
directions, indicating that the domain is large enough.
5. CONCLUSIONS
A perturbation approach to the NS equations was developed for simulating wave-induced BL flows,
in a coupled model implementation, in which the NS domain is embedded within a fully nonlinear
inviscid NWT. The NS equations are solved using an LES with a variety of SGS turbulence
models. For many coastal engineering problems, the physics of waves is such that the flow is
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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nearly irrotational in most of the fluid domain, except for thin free surface and bottom BLs. Hence,
the region of the seafloor requiring full NS modeling may be relatively small, which justifies the
coupled/hybrid approach and allows using efficient and relevant models for various parts or regions
of the solution, based on the corresponding salient physics. Another advantage of the perturbation
method is that the inviscid component of the flow fields (which is either analytical or obtained in
the NWT) is not subject to the numerical errors of the NS solver.
The NS solver is first validated for simple laminar or turbulent oscillatory BL flows (for the
former, the eddy viscosity was zero and the LES was bypassed). For laminar cases, the results are
very close to theoretical closed-form solutions for oscillatory BLs, both in simple periodic flows or
under linear wave forcing. Moreover, simulations demonstrate the expected rates of convergence
to the exact solution, with both spatial and temporal discretizations. The hybrid NWT-NS model is
then used to compute the steady streaming current due to fully nonlinear periodic waves, shoaling
on a slope near the breaking point, which demonstrates the possibilities of the approach to simulate
realistic nearshore wave processes. Simulations for rough turbulent oscillatory BL flows are finally
performed, which favorably compared with experimental data, for both mean and turbulent fields.
More specifically, the results for 1D (i.e. forced by spatially uniform horizontal flows) laminar
oscillatory BLs over a flat boundary showed the expected second-order convergence of numerical
errors to the Stokes solution [86], in both space and time. This was to be expected from the
published results, as all the modified terms in the new perturbed NS equations, as compared with
the original Cui and Street work [22], were zero for this very simple test case. Similarly, good
results were obtained for laminar oscillatory BLs induced by linear Stokes waves, which yield
non-spatially uniform forcing flows. This case further tested the application of the inviscid forcing
terms in the perturbation form of the momentum equations (i.e. nonlinear convective terms). In
these simulations, we first used spatially periodic boundary conditions in both lateral directions of
the NS domain and found that the computed steady streaming velocities in the BL closely matched
those theoretically predicted by Longuet-Higgins [50]. Effects of using more general (gradient
free) open boundary conditions were then tested in the case of wave forcing, and results were
shown to be accurate within half a wavelength of the lateral boundaries of the NS domain.
Preliminary numerical tests of the fully coupled NWT-NS model were performed, for simple
‘numerically exact’ nonlinear periodic incident waves shoaling over a 1:24 slope. Specifically, we
calculated fully nonlinear inviscid flow fields near the breaking point in the NWT, for periodic
waves shoaling over a plane slope, and used those to force BL flows (limited to laminar cases)
in a small embedded near-bottom NS-LES domain. Results show that for the selected parameters,
unlike with the flat-bottom linear wave forcing case, the steady streaming in the BL is both stronger
and directed offshore, with significant spatial variation.
Finally, for rough turbulent oscillatory BL flows, the LES model, with various SGS, was able
to accurately predict measured mean flow fields, wall stress, and second-order turbulent statistics.
Specifically, all results favorably compared with the experimental data of Jensen et al.’s test #12
and 13 [43] (except over small regions for the turbulent fields). Our simulations with dynamic
SGS showed somewhat better agreement with the measured turbulent intensity far from the wall
than the recent results of Radhakrishnan and Piomelli [27]. This may be partly due to using a
gradient-free boundary condition, as opposed to setting the wall-normal velocity to zero in the
free-stream, and to increased model accuracy when using the perturbation method.
While these experiments show that a hybrid NWT-LES can accurately determine turbulent
characteristics of coastal flows, note that for turbulent BLs over complex 3D bathymetry, this
technique may still be computationally demanding depending on the size of the domain. A LES
of turbulent flow needs to simulate eddies which may be several orders of magnitude smaller
than the size of the domain, in 3D (regardless of whether the driving force is uniform, or varies
in one or more dimensions), and perhaps over several hundreds of wave periods to determine
e.g. the induced steady streaming velocity. Limitations have existed for high-Reynolds laboratory
measurements as well, however, and only recently has the wave-induced steady streaming velocity
of a fully turbulent BL over sloping bed been made [89]. More complex applications should be
made possible as computer performance increases.
Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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In future work, we will build on the model capabilities demonstrated in these initial somewhat
idealized numerical applications, by simulating more general wave-induced turbulent BL flows.
We will finally add a sub-model for sediment suspension and transport, with the eventual goal of
being able to simulate wave-induced bed form development around objects on the seabed.
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